HOW TO USE 55 GALLON WATER BARRELS
1. The first trick is to get one of the two 4-inch bung lids unscrewed. (NEW barrels have two screw-in lids, and but
some USED ones have one screw-in lid and one sealed metal cap. If you have one of these, leave the sealed metal
cap on forever.) If you can’t get the plastic screw-in lid unscrewed with your fingers, take a pair of pliers and put the
handles down in the X-shaped thing on the lid, pull the pliers open, and unscrew the lid by turning the pliers. The
pliers give you leverage and something to hold onto. You can also buy bung wrenches made for just this purpose.
2. If you purchased used barrels, they need to have the soda pop syrup rinsed out of them. (Mine are lemon-lime
flavor—what are yours?) YOU NEED TO WASH NEW ONES OUT TOO. Just put the squirter nozzle on your
garden hose and squirt around in the barrels, add some soap, squirt some more, roll them around, then dump the
water out, squirt some more, dump it out, etc. Repeat this process until you feel happy. It is also recommended that
you then pour a third gallon of chlorine bleach into the empty barrel and roll it around some more and then let it stand
for 1/2 hour with the bleach in it. Then dump out the bleach and RINSE IT OUT REALLY WELL. (This will cut
down tremendously on future algae growth.) If you’re doing all this in the winter, just wait for a warm enough day.
You can also clean out your barrels with the power nozzle at the local car wash!
3. Put the barrel(s) where you want them to be — if you are storing them on cement, put some newspaper, carpet,
grocery sacks, wood, or whatever under them so the water won’t pick up a cement taste — and then fill them up with
a food-safe plastic hose (available at RV supply stores). If you’re storing the barrels where they might freeze, be sure
to LEAVE ABOUT 9” EMPTY AT THE TOP FOR FREEZE EXPANSION. You might be wondering what will
happen if you need the water in the dead of winter and your barrels are frozen solid. That is unlikely, but the chance
that they could freeze is another reason we suggest you have at least 2 methods of water storage.
4. It is recommended by almost everyone including city water depts. that you rotate your water storage annually.
(I usually do my barrels in the fall leaving 9” empty on top for winter freezing.) When you’re ready to rotate the
water, first siphon out the old water with a garden hose, squirt the barrels out with a squirter nozzle several times,
treat them with bleach again as described above, rinse them again really well, and then fill the barrels with fresh
water. If your hose water is chlorinated and you rotate your water annually, you shouldn’t need to add more Clorox.
Changing the water once a year only takes a few minutes, because once you start a siphon with the hose, the barrel
empties itself while you’re cleaning the house, sewing your own clothes, putting on a new roof, or washing yours and
the neighbors windows...
It is important to know that even tap water has some bacteria in it, and so unless your containers and water are 100%
purified when first storing, bacteria will multiply over time if exposed to light and heat. They will multiply even
more if they have sugar to eat, which they do if your barrels are used and any pop syrup remains in them. Do your
best to sanitize all your containers and use the purest water possible for storing. Then if you think your water might
not be safe enough to drink later, filter it, treat it, or purify it again before using.
5. NEW VS. USED: The pop taste is very slight in most used barrels but lessens each time you rotate your water.
Many used barrels are translucent white. Supposedly, NEW and BLUE barrels grow less algae. BE SURE YOUR
BARRELS ARE MADE OF FOOD-GRADE PLASTIC and that used ones have only had something edible for
people in them before. New barrels, although more expensive, might be safer since they have nothing in them for
organisms to feed on.
6. HOW TO START A SIPHON WITH YOUR GARDEN HOSE: First, put a squirter nozzle on the end of your
hose, screw the hose onto the outside hose spigot, and then turn on the water. Squirt some water out through the
nozzle until all the air is out of the hose and the hose is full of water. With the nozzle still screwed on the end of the
hose but not spraying, turn off the water at the faucet end. (The nozzle on the end should be keeping the water in the
hose.) Unscrew the hose from the faucet, stick your hand over that end of the hose, and hold that end up to keep the
water from running out, and then put that end of the hose down into the barrel ALL THE WAY TO THE BOTTOM,
and put something on top of the hose to keep it from pulling out of the barrel. Then run the rest of the hose along the
ground (downhill if possible) and unscrew the squirter nozzle. As the water already in the hose runs out, it will start
the siphon and empty out most of the water from the barrel.
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COLLECTING WATER
Rain water (boy scout method): Spread out clothing over sticks or limbs about 6 inches above
the ground. Shape a sag in the middle of the cloth and put any kind of clean container under
the lowest part of the sag. Most of the water will funnel to this sag and collect in the
container.
Solar Still: In the desert you can get up to 3 pints of water a day from a bowl-shaped hole in the
ground and a piece of clear plastic over the top with a weight in the center and a clean
container underneath. Heat from the sun will cause moisture to condense into the container.
A tube can be inserted to drink from so as not to disturb the still.
Figure 3. Solar still.
(Drawing adapted from the Boy Scouts of America Fieldbook,1984, p.207.)

tubing
soil or a rock

soil or a rock
about 40”
plastic film

15”
rock
drops

container
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DISASTER FIRST AID
!
First aid given under disaster circumstances is somewhat different than first aid given
under regular circumstances. In normal instances when a person is severely injured, first
aid is simple medical care given to keep the person alive until the professional 911 rescuers
such as paramedics or EMT’s can arrive to take over. But in a large-scale disaster it is not
expected that 911 emergency services will be responding to the general public for between
3 days and 2 weeks. Consequently, what is called for will be somewhat different.
!
In our neighborhood large numbers of people have been trained in CERT or NEST.
This is emergency response training with a disaster orientation. If you are one of these
people, this will be a tiny review for you. If you are not and have no disaster response
training, this will help you understand what might be going on around you -- and having you
understand this is very important. Understanding helps to reduce chaos and confusion, and
we will need all the help we can get to do that.
!
First of all, in a disaster where your neighbors are probably going to be the only ones
available to help those who are trapped or injured, it is essential that they follow 2 rules:
1) !

!

RESCUER SAFETY COMES FIRST

If the rescuers get injured or killed by going into an unsafe situation, they become part of the
problem, increasing it, and they are no longer able to help with the solution. They are
trained in how to keep themselves safe while doing their best to help others, and they are
also trained in how to help others without injuring them further.
2) !
!

!
!

DO THE MOST GOOD FOR THE MOST PEOPLE
IN THE SHORTEST AMOUNT OF TIME

In a disaster, except for people who are so critically injured that they will die no matter what
is done, the enormous majority (about 90%) of the rest of the injured people can be saved if
someone can make sure 3 simple things are done for them within a fairly short period of
time: the ABC’s of disaster first aid:
!
A -- Clearing the Airway: if the victim has stopped breathing, their chin is carefully
lifted, tilting their head back to clear their airway. This is done twice giving them 2 chances
to have their airway cleared -- 2 chances to breathe. If they don’t begin breathing at that
point, they are tagged “Dead”, and the rescuer moves on. This may seem harsh because
we are not doing Rescue Breathing or CPR, but in a disaster circumstance there would be
no point. The person is probably not choking on a piece of gum or meat, but is unconscious
due to severe injury. Doing the chin tilt moves the victim’s tongue so that they will be able to
breathe unless there are other reasons why they are not breathing. CPR is done until the
paramedics arrive, and in this kind of situation, they won’t be coming.
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!
B -- Stopping Bleeding: If the person is breathing but is severely bleeding,
(spurting blood), this must be stopped immediately, of course, before they bleed to death.
Almost all bleeding can be stopped by applying direct pressure over the wound. If a clean
bandage or cloth is available to put over the wound first, that is best. If not, a direct hand
(hopefully gloved) will do. As bandages get soaked with blood, more are added on top, not
removing the bottom ones.
!
If direct pressure doesn’t stop the bleeding, pressure can be applied to key pressure
points: one on the brachial artery in the upper inner arm for bleeding from the arms or
hands, or one on the femoral artery just below the groin line on the upper inner leg for
bleeding from the leg or foot. In both these cases, the artery is being pinched against the
bone.
!
If severe bleeding still continues, a tourniquet can be applied, but ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT. Applying a tourniquet is a certain decision to have that limb of the person
amputated. This should never be done unless the person would otherwise die.
!
C -- Circulation = Treating for Shock: When someone is injured badly enough,
their body goes into a defensive mode to protect their most vital organs from loss of blood.
This cuts down on the circulation to the rest of the body and can lead to death of cells,
tissues, entire organs, and ultimately the person. Amazingly, shock can kill someone faster
than they can bleed to death, so it is a very serious condition. Shock caused by injury is
much more serious than psychological shock, which normally will not kill you. When a
person is going into or is in shock, they will have
!
- rapid, shallow breathing;
!
- cold, pale, and clammy skin, and
!
- an inability to follow simple commands, like, “Squeeze my hand.”
Shock is so easy to treat that it is recommended that you treat all injured victims for it,
especially children:
!
1) lay the person on their back, preferably on a hard surface
!
2) elevate their feet 6-10 inches
!
3) keep them warm -- blanket or space blanket
!
4) maintain an open airway and control bleeding
!
5) avoid rough or excessive handling
!
6) do not give them anything to eat or drink
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
These 3 simple ABC’s will save the majority of lives that can be saved in a disaster;
and as you can see, they are so simple, anyone could do them.
!
If we had something like an earthquake, families would assemble at the Staging
Area, a CERT/NEST team leader would be chosen to organize rescue efforts, search and
rescue teams would be sent out to help others, and victims would be brought back to either
an immediate care station at the Staging Area, or to a delayed care station.
!
If you are not yet CERT or NEST trained, we hope you will become so the next time
we offer the training. Everyone’s help will be needed, and this training can bless you and
others for the rest of your life.
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REVIEW SUMMARY
OF
SEARCH AND RESCUE
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
!
5.!
6.!
7.!
!
8.!
9.!
!
!
!
!
!
10.!
11.!
!
!

One lap around the house: when is it OK to enter? where?
Turning off utilities: TAG the gas meter with info about all 3 utilities.
Feel the door for heat. MARK the door with half an X upon entrance.
Enter and shout: take walking wounded to the staging area (or have them
taken there)
Stay together with a minimum of 2 rescuers. If 4, 2 upstairs, 2 downstairs.
Search right to left (counter-clockwise).
Perform the ABC’s on everyone as you search. Airway, Bleeding, Shock.
Deal with those 3 things immediately on the spot.
Regroup with all rescuers in the house and decide WHO/WHAT/WHEN.
Go back according to your decisions and do head-to-toe evaluations on
everyone, treating whatever is essential for victim safety and removal:
TRIAGE, LABEL, TREAT, REMOVE (if best).
*If you are having to deal with something that is over your head, consult with other
group members and if necessary call in to Command Central to see if they can send
in more professional help or to see what resources areavailable.
DOCUMENT, DOCUMENT, DOCUMENT.
Mark the other half of the X on the door on the way out, and write in the
spaces around the x: (top) date + time in and out; (right) areas searched,
actions taken, hazards; (bottom) info about victims; (left) team ID.

!

If “unsafe to enter”, write that across the X.

What injuries might you find? Are they immediate or delayed? What treatment is
essential inside the house?
Rescuer care:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
!

rotate down gradually
Rest
Eat
Watch your partner and other rescuers for signs of emotional and
psychological trauma and fatigue
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Communications System
for the Pasco West Neighborhood
Instructions for the Walkie-Talkie Operators
and general instructions for everyone
We are working on having every Group of 10 have at least one walkie-talkie and operator. These w-t’s are Family Radio
Service (FRS) radios and operate on 3 AA batteries, having 14 channels and 38 sub-channels (i.e. 38 scramble codes
for each of the 14 channels). Unlike ham radios, when someone in the area is on one of the 14 channels, no one else
can talk on that channel until the person stops talking and stops holding down the talk button. Scramble codes keep
people on other sub-channels from understanding what you are saying, but they do not give you an additional channel.
Our assigned channel for the entire neighborhood is:

Pasco West: channel 14.10
In the event of the kind of disaster necessitating going to our Staging Areas, such as an
earthquake, having secured your own family, grab your CERT/NEST rescue bag, and go to the Staging Area and:
!

• Turn on your w-t immediately, and TURN UP THE VOLUME TO FULL BLAST to increase your chance of

hearing it.
!
!

• Leave it on for the duration of the rescue and clip it securely onto your belt.
• To change channels if you accidentally get off the right one, once the power is on, just push the up or

down button to get the main channel to where you want it. Then holding down the thumb-talk button, push up or down
again and it will ring the other person’s w-t. Once they have answered, push the thumb button to talk, take your thumb
off to listen.
!
• To call someone specific on the w-t, use clear language, stating your name and theirs: for example:
“This is Wid Tanner calling Gordon Osborne, come in Gordon.” Then TAKE YOUR THUMB OFF THE TALK BUTTON
so that you can hear their answer. If they don’t answer within a few seconds, try again. After reaching the person you
want to talk to, when you are finished with your statement or question and want a response from them, say , “OVER” so
that they know you are done talking. For example:
“This is Connie Koller calling Command Central. Over”
“Hi Connie, this is Karla Ashton at Command Central. What is your message? Over.”
“Can you send two men to us who can help us carry some injured people to the neighborhood hospital? Over.”
“Yes, we can send Ben Higgins and Brett Malmfeld right now, Connie. Where should they go? Over.”
“Please send them to our Staging Area on Nelson’s front grass. Over.” “OK, thanks. They should be there in 2 minutes.
Over and out.”
Also
!

• Don’t let people play on the walkie-talkie during the drill -- it’s very confusing

!

• Take batteries out of it for storage (but keep them in the box with the w-t).

If we have the type of disaster that does NOT necessitate going to our Staging Areas, such something that
requires in-place sheltering, the Captains will try to call you when possible to find out the status of your family and to
make a report to neighborhood leaders.
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Communications Protocol for the Pasco West Neighborhood
1.!

One main purpose of these w-t’s is to help you get the help you need for your Group of 10. All

5 of our streets have either 2 or 3 w-t’s each, and all 13 of our w-t’s are on the same channel
(14.10). If you need help, please call for help first from other groups on your street. Any time you
are unable to communicate with the w-t’s when critically needed, send runners instead. If you
cannot get the help you need from other groups on your own street, call in to Command Central (or
send a runner if necessary).
2.!

Our plan is for the Neighborhood Leaders to be at Command Central where they can collect

information on the status of every family. We don’t want to use the w-t’s to transmit this kind of
detailed information, as that will jam the channels and keep us from using them for the main
purpose of transmitting major information. Use the report forms provided in this notebook to make
status reports, and send the “Captain's Report to Neighborhood Leaders” with a runner to
Command Central to be turned in. (See below for explanation of various report forms.)
You have 2 kinds of forms in your NEST booklet and in this Neighborhood Emergency Notebook:
a) “Family's Report to their Captain” -- a more detailed form for the physical status of each person
in your family. On the back of this is a place to report the physical status of your house.
b) “Captain's Report to Neighborhood Leaders” -- a form for compiling and summarizing the
status of all people withing the Group of 10. Everyone has this form because anyone might be
acting as the Captain at the time of a disaster.
The Captain or acting Captain has someone compile all the Family Reports onto a the Captain's
Report to Neighborhood Leaders. They should make 2 copies of this. One to keep in the group
along with all the Family Reports, and one to actually send by runner to the Leaders at Command
Central as soon as it is reasonably complete.
Although we don’t want to jam the airways with detailed report information, of course, the
w-t’s are to be used whenever common sense dictates.
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PASCO WEST NEIGHBORHOOD
WALKIE-TALKIE PEOPLE
CHANNEL 14.10

Street

Group #

4200 S.:

1a

Sam & Emily Whitfield

423-0248 / 699-8911

1b

Josh Nuttall

882-2133 / 362-9909

1c

Larry Mitchell

882-6680 / 361-3009

2a

Karla Ashton (COMMAND CENTRAL)

882-6231 / 839-6331

2b

Justine Durham

335-1547

2c

Ann Wilkins

882-6102 / 834-0813

3a

Tanya Blake

965-4453 / 396-3190

3b

Jeff Norris

882-2220 / 502-1599

4a

Orson & Dorothy Morgan

886-3292 / 389-1994

4b

Randy & Pam Harris

899-6150 / 329-6918

5a

Steve Carson

884-9229/365-8514

5b

John Driscoll

881-4934/390-2925

Cheryl Carter (318-0544)
Karla Ashton (882-6231 / 839-6331)
Kristine Ashton (882-6231/839-5444)
Matt Ryan (841-3029/205-8209)
Kathleen Ryan (841-3029/636-5813)

KD8TDW
KD9WUV
KD9WYB
N8YDJ
N8XQS

4160 S.

4020 S.

Farmhill Rd.

3820 S.

PASCO W.
HAM RADIO:

Walkie-Talkers
FRS Channel 14.10

Home & Cell Numbers

Flag Day
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Oct. Comm. Drill

Flag Day

Oct. Comm. Drill

Flag Day

Oct. Comm. Drill

Flag Day Communications Drill
!

On the Thursday nearest to Flag Day, which is always on June 14th, we have our

Groups of 10 hold “Group of 10” parties at their Staging Areas, and we have the walkietalkers radio in the number of families participating, just for practice. Some Groups have
pot-luck dinners, and some just have ice cream sandwiches and talk. This helps us to
keep alive the awareness of Groups of 10 and Staging Areas, and it gives us another
chance to practice with our walkie-talkies.

••••••••••••••
Annual Area Communications Drill
!

At the end of each October on the Saturday before Halloween, several

neighborhoods in our area hold a joint HAM radio communications drill. This is a
chance for us have all our families practice some aspect of the Neighborhood Plan,
having families send at least one person to their Staging Area to report or to turn
something in to their Captain. We then have our Walkie-Talkers radio in to Command
Central how many families have participated from each Group of 10. At Command
Central we compile that information and HAM radio it in to Community Leaders.
!

Some of the things we have concentrated on for this drill include:

1) challenging families in advance to have their 72-hr. kits built or updated by then and
! to show up with them at their Staging Areas to show us all
2) having families practice filling out the "Family Report to their Captain" form and
! delivering it to their Captain at their Staging Area

* Doing two activities a year which involve families going to their
Staging Areas and dealing with their Captains helps them to embed
the Neighborhood Emergency Plan into their memories.
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Family’s Report to their Captain
(in case of a disaster or emergency, fill out this form and take it
to your Captain or Acting Captain at your Staging Area as soon as possible)

Name of person filling out this report: _____________________________ Date: ___________ Time: __________
FAMILY NAME: __________________________ ADDRESS: _________________________________________
CHECK ONE OF
THESE:
INDIVIDUAL NAMES
(List everyone now

If injured, describe condition.

If not OK, WHERE is he/she?

What’s been done for this
person? What time is it now?

living in the home.)

* Turn over to describe the condition of your house. *
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Please describe the condition of your house, including any fires, gas utility on or off, electrical on or off, water utility on or off, house
accessible or too damaged, other concerns.
FIRE
none/out/burning

oﬀ / on

GAS
gas concerns

ELECTRICAL
oﬀ / on elec. concerns

WATER
oﬀ / on water concerns

Other:
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CHEMICAL
concerns

HOUSE STRUCTURE
accessible too damaged

Captain’s Report to Neighborhood Leader(s)
(Collect reports from the famlies in your Group of 10, then condense and compile all pertinent information onto this form,
and get it to your Neighborhood Leader(s) as soon as possible. List the names of all families in your Group and give their status.
You only need to list individuals when they are not OK.)

Name of person filling out this report: _____________________________ Date: ___________ Time: __________
CAPTAIN: __________________ DESCRIPTION OF GROUP LOCATION: ______________________________
CHECK ONE OF
THESE:
FAMILY NAME

What’s been done for this

(use individual
names if not OK)

If injured, describe condition.

*Turn over for more spaces to list famlies and individuals. *

If not OK, WHERE is he/she?

person? What time is it now?
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CHECK ONE OF
THESE:
FAMILY NAME

What’s been done for this

(use individual
names if not OK)

If injured, describe condition.
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If not OK, WHERE is he/she?

person? What time is it now?

Group of 10 House Condition Report

Group # _________ Captain ___________________ Date ___________

FAMILY NAME
FIRE
GAS
none/out/burning oﬀ / on gas concerns
OF HOUSE

ELECTRICAL
oﬀ / on

elec. concerns
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WATER
oﬀ / on water concerns

CHEMICAL HOUSE STRUCTURE
concerns

TIME
accessible too damaged WRITTEN

Neighborhood Leader’s Report to Community Leaders
(Groups of 10 should provide you with reports of the status of all their families & houses, listing individuals who are not OK.)

Name of person filling out this report: _____________________________ Date: ___________ Time: __________
LEADER’S NAME: _____________________________ NEIGHBORHOOD: _____________________________
# OF FAMILIES IN
NGHHD BOUNDARIES

# OF FAMILIES
REPORTED ON

# OF FAMILIES
OK

# OF INDIVIDUALS
INJURED

# OF INDIVIDUALS
MISSING

# OF INDIVIDUALS
DEAD

COMMENTS: (Please describe the problems within your neighborhood, what is being done to deal with them, what is lacking
and what you need from the community. Include a description of the status of physical structures as well as people.)

(continue on back and on as many pages as needed)

BASIC FOOD STORAGE & 3 MONTHS' SUPPLY
In 2007 a prominent organization suggested a food storage plan that has great wisdom. Where possible,
families should store: 1) a long-term supply of foods that store well for 30+ years without needing to be
rotated (things like grains, legumes, honey, powdered milk, etc.); and 2) a 3-month supply of foods that
are normally eaten by the family and thus easily rotated.
The technology of storing food in #10 cans (gal. cans) with oxy-packs, which chemically use up all the
oxygen in the can, thus making it next to impossible for the food to oxidize or age, has made it easy to store
certain kinds of foods almost indefinitely. Some foods, like wheat, don't need to be stored like that and still
stay good as long as they are stored in cool, dry conditions. But foods with a high oil content, such as
oatmeal and brown rice, must be stored in this way to keep them from oxidizing and going rancid.
Below is a list of suggested food storage items that fit partially in both categories with the amounts needed
for people of different ages for a one-year supply. You can easily modify this to fit your own needs and
plans. To whatever extent you prefer to store other types of food, such as canned goods, dehydrated goods,
and even fresh foods like potatoes, etc., you will need to adjust the numbers below accordingly.

AMOUNTS NEEDED PER PERSON PER YEAR
Item
Unit
Man Woman 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 Teenage Boy / Girl
_____________________________________________________________________________
Wheat

lbs

335

220

Beans
Oats
Rice
Whole Corn

lbs.
300
150
55
75
120 150
250
(These numbers represent a total for beans, oats, rice, and corn.
See #2 on p. 48)

200

Pastas
Pwdrd. Milk

lbs.
lbs.

50-60
(# of gal. your family uses per wk) X 32.5 = # lbs. per family per year

Oil
or
Shortening

gal.

2.5

lbs.

20

Salt
Honey/Sugar
Yeast
Baking Pwdr.
Baking Soda
Cornstarch
Vinegar
Peanut Butter
Canned Meats
Clorox (reg.)

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
gal.
lbs.

5
60
2
2
2
2
2
(what your family uses in a month) X 12
[tuna fish, sardines, turkey, beef, chicken, etc.] = (monthly amnt) X 12
1.5 [i.e. bleach that is 5.25% hypochlorite with no additives]

gal.

300

200

70
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100

160

210

Soap
Toilet Paper
Fem. Hygiene
Laundry Soap
Diapers

bars
rolls

6
(what your family uses in a month) X 12
(what your family uses in a month) X 12
(what your family uses in a month) X 12
4-6 dozen cloth diapers (disposable diapers vary)

Write the date of purchase on items before packing them away.

FOOD STORAGE CLARIFICATIONS
1) Another way to look at storing wheat and grains is to store whatever you can sprout and not just what
you will grind up or cook to eat. There’s a lot more nutrition in sprouted grains, seeds, and legumes than in
any other form of food. Notice that on the alternate suggested food list below, they separate out grains and
legumes and have a different total than we’ve given you. They also have the same total for men and as for
women. Basically what this says to us is that you can decide what percentages of what you want to store.
Just do it in an intelligent way that will give your family good nutrition and work for a year.
2) Oil: You need 2.5 gal. of oil per person per year OR 20 lbs. of shortening or whatever combination of
these amounts you want. Current science suggests that good quality coconut oil is healthier and more shelf
stable than any vegetable oil. Both vegetable oil and shortening are hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated,
which is know to cause harm to the central nervous system. True olive oil is also healthy, but it's hard to
find true olive oil these days due to a giant scam going on in the industry.
3) The numbers listed across from “oats” represent a total of the amounts you need for a combination of the
beans, oats, rice, and whole corn. You need to decide for yourselves what percent or portion of those
numbers you want for each of these items. For example, it says a man needs 300 lbs. That means the number
of lbs. of beans + oats + rice+ whole corn for him should = 300.
4) Powdered Milk: The formula above is for 1% milk. If you like thicker milk, you’d need more. The
instructions for mixing some brand of powdered milk say 2 c. powdered milk/gal. of water. Some other
brands use 2 1/2 c./gal.
5) Toilet Paper: ¾ of the world doesn't use TP and are very clean and sanitary people. It takes a lot of space
to store a year's supply of TP for a family. Consider looking into teaching your family how to use a portable
bidet kit with nitrile gloves and a few pieces of cloth. You can store a year's supply of what you need for
this in a shoe box. (Go to youtube.com and do a search for "portable bidet kit" and learn how.) Most of the
world is smarter than we are! You only need to learn how now and have the needed things stored. You don't
have to really do it until we have a disaster.

_____________________________________________________________________________

ALTERNATE SUGGESTED AMOUNTS OF BASIC FOOD STORAGE
Per adult for one year.

Grains
400 lbs.

Legumes
60 lbs.

Pwdrd Milk
16 lbs.

Oil
10 qts.
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Honey or Sugar
60 lbs.

Salt
8 lbs.

Water
14 gal.

Hatchet
Insect repellant
Keys (extra set of all keys)
Kleenex
Notebook and pencils
Nylon Rope (100 ft.)
Paper Towels
Plastic Bags and ties (both small and garbage bag size)
Poncho
Porta-potty (can be just a plastic bucket with tear-tab
lid; include tall-kitchen garbage bags for liners)
Radio (hand-crank, solar, battery operated)
Razor
Rubber bands
Safety pins
Salt and pepper
Scissors, needle and thread, and buttons
Scriptures
Shampoo
Sterno burner and 6 cans of sterno
Tetanus shot update
Toothbrush and Toothpaste
Toothpicks
Towel
Tube Tent (or some plastic sheeting like Visquine)
Vaseline
Wash Cloth
Water (min. 1 quart per person per day - have some
small containers also)
Whistle

72-HOUR SURVIVAL KIT
Keep an exact list of what you have in your 72-hour
kit with expiration dates and kids' clothes sizes, so
you can update it easily.

Basic Kit
(listed roughly in order of importance)
Wool blanket, real sleeping bag, or some way of
really keeping warm (minimally a space blanket)
+ a rain poncho or large black plastic garbage bag
Infant care needs
Water (critical min. = 2 liters for 3 days; that's 2⅔ c/day)
Clothing, shoes, coat, gloves, hats-warm & shade,
thermals
Food for 3 days:, MRE’s (Meals Ready to Eat) or
survival food, tuna, can of chili, dried fruit, protein
bars, peanut butter... (include Pet Food)
Can Opener
Glasses, Contacts, Cleaning Solution
Toilet paper & Trowel (to bury human waste)
Tarp or plastic sheeting to put under your sleeping
bag and over you if necessary, or under a tent,
+ mylar sleeping bag for putting over everything
Medications for family members (2+ weeks' worth)
Flashlight and Batteries
Consecrated oil
First aid kit - and Handbook
Feminine hygiene needs
Sierra Cup and Utensil set
Matches (waterproof or waterproof box) and/or
Lighter
Knife (swiss-type preferably)
Soap (hand & dishwashing)
Work gloves
Essential Documents
Cash (about $30 in ones, fives, and coins)

Enhancements to the Regular Kit
Air mattress
Aluminum foil
Book
Lotion
Mirror
Pictures of everyone
Pillow
Strong box with critical documents
Sunblock
Sunglasses
Tarps (several)
Tent
Tools (pliers, hammer, small shovel, crescent wrench)
Vitamins
Water Purifier

Regular Kit (Basic Kit + the following)
Addresses and phone numbers
Baby Wipes
Candles
Carrier (roll-out garbage can, back pack, wheelbarrow,
army duffel bag, etc.)
Change of clothes: warm hat, gloves, two pair of socks,
underwear, thermals, sweatshirt, pants, shirt,
coat, sturdy shoes, slippers for sleeping
Chapstick
Cheap, all-metal Coffee Pot (for boiling water) and a
simple Pan
Check book and Credit Cards
Clorox (for water purification--Clorox has a shelf-life
of 6 months)
Coloring books and crayons for children, ball, small
games, small musical instruments, stuffed animal,
doll, etc.
Comb / Brush, Dental Floss, Deodorant
Disinfectant (Lysol, etc.)
Fingernail file/clipper
Fishing line, hooks, and sinkers

Strong Box for Important Documents
Your strong box should be in a waterproof, fireproof
box where it can be easily retrieved. It should contain at
least your will, trust, stocks & bonds, bank account
numbers, insurance policy numbers, credit card account
numbers and companies, birth and marriage certificates,
social security cards, deeds to homes, cars, etc.,
passports, vaccination records, household inventory list
and pictures of possessions, patriarchal blessings,
genealogy, and important family photos. It can't hurt to
also have an electronic version of all this stored there
too, but don't rely solely on that. EMP's could destroy it.
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Emergency Needs for the Home

Sand (small bag) or cat litter (for getting unstuck)
Screw drivers (regular & phillips)
Scriptures
Small shovel
Terminal cleaner device (for battery terminals)
and some soda for the same reason

Bungie cords
Crescent wrench
Crowbar
Fire extinguisher
Gas turn-off tool

Toilet paper
Tow rope or chain
Water - for drinking
Water - for overheated radiator

Gas generator and gas (optional)
Hammer
Hard hat
Nails, screws, nuts and bolts
Pliers

White rag - if you need help
Wiper blades
Wire - for a broken exhaust pipe, etc.

Plywood
Saw
Screwdrivers (regular and phillips)
Tape (electrical, duct, masking)
Tarps

KEEP TOP HALF OF YOUR GAS TANK FULL!!

Twine
Visquine (plastic polyethylene sheeting)
Water turn-off tool
Whisk broom
Wire

Car Kit
Blankets (space & real)
Books and games for kids
Candles
Chains
Electrical tape
Empty can for gas or water
Fan belts
Fire extinguisher - ABC type
First aid kit
Fix-A-Flat (a can of)
Flares
Flashlight and batteries (stored separately)
Food or snacks
Fuses
Hose - spare radiator hoses
Ice scraper
Jack
Jumper cables
Lug wrench
Maps (road atlas)
Matches, lighter
Medium crescent wrench
Motor oil (2 qts.)
Plastic bags - garbage size & 1 gal. size for feet & hands
Pliers
Pocket knife
Pump (check spare tire frequently and keep inflated)
Reflectors
Rock Salt
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SPROUTS
Did you know that sprouting grains, legumes, and other seeds can give you many times the
nutrients that eating them in cooked form does? When they are sprouted, they are actually providing
you with a source of fresh, whole food and are actually more like vegetables and greens! Our
survival in hard times and the maintenance of the health of our families is much more likely if we
have available to us a source of fresh foods, which sprouts provide.
It used to be the case that half the sailors on long sea voyages would die of scurvy; but when
Captain James Cook gave his crew sprouted beans on a regular basis, not a single man was lost to
scurvy on his first 3-year long voyage!
Here are some amazing facts about sprouts:
• They grow in any climate with only a little water.
• They rival both beef and store-purchased produce in nutritional value.
• They mature in 3-5 days and may be planted at any time.
• They require neither soil nor sunshine.
• They equal the vitamin C in oranges and tomatoes.
• They have no waste and are easily digested.
• They can be eaten without processing or preparation.
• They last several days without refrigeration.
• They are low in calories and are a complete protein.
• They have been used for 1000’s of years as both food and medicine.
• THIS IS A WAY TO STORE SOMETHING THAT IS EASY TO STORE AND WILL GIVE
YOU THE EQUIVALENT NUTRITION OF FRESH VEGETABLES AND MEAT!
Almost any seed, grain, or bean can be sprouted for food, and they produce many times their
weight in food. Only 1 lb. of alfalfa seeds will produce 8 lbs. of sprouts! What you have to make
sure of is that the seeds, grains, or beans have not been treated in ways that kill the life of the seed,
“the germ”. If they have, they won’t sprout. Many friends of mine have tried to sprout their storage
wheat with varying success. You'll have to test your own storage grains to see what will and what
won’t sprout. Hard red winter wheat seems to store very well. If a grain won't sprout, it still has
calories and can be made into things like bread, but its nutritional value has decreased with the death
of its "germ". I suggest that you hold onto your grains, even if they won't sprout, until the time
comes that you are replacing them with something better.
When I finally got around to trying to sprout, I couldn’t believe how easy it was. I just got out a
wide-mouth mason jar, poured in 1/3 cup of mixed (assorted) sprouting seeds that I had just gotten
from Walton Feed, put on my medium-sized sprouting lid that I got at the Good Earth (local health
food store -- set of 3 sizes for about $4.25), filled the jar with water (starting in the morning), let it sit
on the countertop until dinner time, poured the water out through the lid, rinsed them a few times,
and then rinsed them about 3 times a day. In 2-3 days I had tons of sprouts, and by the 3rd or 4th
day the whole jar was stuffed with them. They were so delicious. We were eating them plain, on
sandwiches, and in salads. This assorted bag of sprouters included: adzuki beans, red and green
lentils, mung beans, peas, triticale, spelt, hard red wheat, and soft and hard white wheat.
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How to actually do sprouts is so simple. JUST:
• Soak small seeds for 4-6 hours and larger seeds for 8-12 hours.
• Then start rinsing them with lukewarm water and draining them
well 2-3 times a day for 2-5 days, keeping them moist but not soaked.
That’s it! Some do better in the dark than in the light, and the longer they grow and/or more sunlight
they get, the stronger they taste. When they get to the point where you like them the best, put them
in a bag in your fridge and eat them up! A general rule is to let the teenie seeds like alfalfa and
broccoli sprout for a few days until their tales are long, and let them be in the sun the last couple of
days so that they green up. They taste great. Bean sprouts get stronger and more bitter the longer
their tales get, so I just let them sprout until the tales are barely visible, and then EAT THEM! They
stop growing as soon as you put them in the fridge.
Here’s a list of recommended seeds, nuts, grains, and beans for sprouting: adzuki beans, alfalfa
seeds, almonds, cabbage seeds, chick peas, clover seeds, corn, cow peas, fenugreek, green peas,
lentils, millet, mung beans, mustard seeds, oats, radish seeds, rye, sesame seeds, soybeans, sunflower
seeds, triticale, watercress, and wheat.
You don’t have to have tricky equipment, although the little plastic mason jar lids are wonderful,
but even a towel, nylon stocking, or strainer will work! Just anything that your seeds can be in and
drain through is great.

**Be careful not to leave sprouts out so long that they are growing bacteria. Rinse well before
eating.
-- A great book on sprouting is: The Hippocrates Diet and Health Program, by Ann Wigmore.
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